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ATTLEBOROUGH
Land Adjacent Oak Tree Park
Norwich Road

Tingdene Homes
c/o Agent 

Alliance Planning
35 Old Queen Street London

Outline application for the erection of 25 dwellings  

Outline

3PL/2013/1039/O

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 

 RECOMMENDATION : APPROVAL

Principle of development
Impact on local character and amenity
Highway safety
Planning contributions

 KEY ISSUES

The application seeks outline planning permission for the construction of 25 dwellings on land
adjoining the existing Oak Tree Park mobile home site and which fronts onto Norwich Road. The
application seeks to deal with the matter of access, with all other matters reserved for future
consideration.

Amended plans have been provided by the agent showing revised access details, an indicative
site layout including the positioning of open space, together with a viability report.

The application site consists of a parcel of land that is currently laid to grass on the edge of
Attleborough located to the east of Norwich Road and between areas of existing residential
developments, (Kenan Drive and Richmond Park) including a mobile home park to the south; the
current application site owners.

The site lies outside the designated settlement boundary for Attleborough.

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

CASE OFFICER: Liz Starling

No

 EIA REQUIRED

No Allocation
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3PL/2012/0688/CU - Proposed change of use of land to mobile home park - Withdrawn

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

SS1
CP.01
CP.09
CP.10
CP.11
DC.01
DC.02
DC.04
DC.11
DC.12
DC.13
DC.14
DC.16
DC.19
NPPF

Spatial Strategy
Housing
Pollution and Waste
Natural Environment
Protection and Enhancement of the Landscape
Protection of Amenity
Principles of New Housing
Affordable Housing Principles
Open Space
Trees and Landscape
Flood Risk
Energy Efficiency
Design
Parking Provision
With particular regard to paragraphs 8 and 49

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

Affordable housing provision is secured through S106 to meet local affordable housing needs.
The Council seeks to enter into Planning Obligations to provide necessary local infrastructure
requirements on development sites. This could include, where necessary, for development to
deliver site specific open space, connection to utility services (as required by legislation), habitat
protection/ mitigation, transport improvements and archaeology.

In relation to open space, the Council has identified a shortfall of outdoor sports provision and
childrens play space across the district. The evidence for this shortfall is found in the Councils
Open Space assessment. Therefore, to remedy the identified shortfall, the Council seeks
Unilateral Undertakings to provide contributions towards open space improvements under the
provisions of adopted Policy DC11 where developments would not meet the threshold for on-site
provision. In light of the evidenced shortfall of open space, the Council considers that these
contributions are demonstrably improving open space provision in areas of evidenced shortfall
and therefore comply with Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations.

The Council is investigating the implementation of CIL. As such, the payment of CIL and S106
obligations will be used for different requirements, and developments will not be charged for the

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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ENVIRONMENT AGENCY    

NATURAL ENGLAND    

NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS    

No objection. Advises the site is located within Flood Zone 1 and therefore are required to
comment however confirms the site is located within an Internal Drainage Board district and the
Drainage Board should be consulted with regards to flood risk associated with their watercourses
and any surface water drainage proposals.

Original scheme - Advises the site is located within Flood Zone 1 and therefore are required to
comment however confirms the site is located within an Internal Drainage Board district and the
Drainage Board should be consulted with regards to flood risk associated with their watercourses
and any surface water drainage proposals.

No objection to revised proposal.  The scheme is unlikely to have any significant impacts on any
statutory designations, landscapes or species.

No objections to the revised scheme (amended access point on darwing no.4746/14/01) on the
grounds of highway safety.

 CONSULTATIONS

ATTLEBOROUGH TC -   
Revised scheme - Objection made on the following grounds: Lack of prior public consultation and
engagement, Street scene, Density, Car parking provision, Concerns regarding drainage, also it
should be noted 15 local residents attended our meeting and raised objections as above.

Also residents raised concerns as they had all been assured there would be no development on
this land when they purchased their properties.

Original scheme - Objection is made on the following grounds: lack of prior public consultation
and engagement; the access road is too close to Richmond Drive; lack of car parking provision;
concerns regarding drainage; noted local objection from a resident and the Internal Drainage
Board. If the plans were passed by the planning authority the site should be included within the
Attleborough Neighbourhood Plan.

same items of infrastructure through both obligations and the levy. Once adopted, CIL funds will
replace contributions towards off-site infrastructure. 

The applicants have confirmed that the development will provide a level of 40% affordable
housing, on-site open space and the required Norfolk County Council contributions. A Section
106 is currently being drafted. 

NCC has assessed the original scheme and required a contribution of £99,214 towards
education, one fire hydrant and £5,825 towards library provision, with these costs included in the
S106.  Clarification has been sought from NCC in respect of whether these amounts are up-to-
date.
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Three letters of representation were received to the original scheme; two from the adjoining
development suggesting bungalows would be preferable to avoid loss of light and amenity. Other
issues of concern included density; highway matters including access; parking provision; visibility
splays; refuse collection details; loss of trees and hedging and a request for these to be retained.
The other representation is seeking a new bungalow, suggesting that these are in short supply

 REPRESENTATIONS

NCC OBLIGATIONS OFFICER    

TREE & COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT    

HOUSING ENABLING OFFICER    

CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER    

PRINCIPAL PLANNER MINERAL & WASTE POLICY    

EAST HARLING I D B    

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT OFFICER    

Original scheme - No objection subject to developer contribution towards education, fire service,
and library provision forming part of a Section 106 Agreement.

Confirmation is currently awaited from NCC to confirm that the planning contributions requetsed
are up-to-date.

No objection subject to the imposition of a condiion in respct of tree protection fencing.

No objection. The outline application will be required to provide 40% of the dwellings as
affordable housing (comprising of 10 units of a mix of unit sizes to reflect  the greatest need in
Attleborough for 1 and 2-bed affordable rented dwellings). Information as to how the affordable
housing shall be provided as affordable in perpetuity should be provided (Registered Provider
etc.) as part of any detailed planning application.  The affordable dwellings should be designed
and built to the Homes & Communities Agency's design standards prevailing at the time of
detailed permission.

No objection to the revised site layout subject to conditions in respect of the submission of a desk
study/site investigation and unexpected contamination.

No objections.

No objection based on submitted FRA and drainage strategy.  The Developer will require the
Board's consent for the proposed surface water discharge to the Board maintained watercourse.

No objection to revised scheme and following the submission of the requested Archaeological
Evaluation and subject to the impsoion of a condition in respect of a programme of
archaeological work.

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING -  No Comments Received 

NORFOLK RIVERS INTERNAL DRAINAGE BOARD -  No Comments Received 
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within the area.

Ten additional letters of objection were subsequently received from local residents to the revised
scheme on the same grounds as previously stated, as well as the loss of an important green
space; cumulatitive impact of further housing being developed on the land opposite this site;
concerns that the site owners misadvised residents that the scheme would be for Park homes as
opposed to brick built dwellings; flooding and drainage concerns and potential impact of further
development on traffic levels, town facilities and local infrastructure.

1.0  This outline application for 25 dwellings is referred to Planning Committee as the site lies
outside the Adopted Settlement Boundary for Attleborough and therefore conflicts with local plan
policies. 

2.0  Principle of development

2.1  It is recognised that the site lies outside the Adopted Settlement Boundary.  For this reason
the proposal conflicts in principle with Policies SS.1, DC.2, CP.1 and CP.14 of the Core Strategy
and the Development Control Policies Development Plan Document (2009). The scheme has not
been put forward as one under the exceptions site policy (DC4).  However paragraph 49 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that where an authority does not have an up
to date five year housing land supply (at present the District figure is 3.3 years), the relevant local
policies for the supply of housing as referred to above should not be considered up-to-date and
that housing applications should be granted permission unless any adverse impacts would
significantly outweigh the benefits.  

2.2  The Government defines sustainable development as having three roles:-
- economic, in terms of building a strong economy and in particular by ensuring that sufficient
land of the right type is available in the right places
- social, by supporting, strong vibrant and healthy communities by providing the supply of housing
required to meet future need in a high quality environment with accessible local services and
- environmental, through the protection and enhancement of the natural, built and historic
environment.

2.3  Paragraph 8 of the NPPF stresses that these roles should not be undertaken in isolation,
because they are mutually dependent, therefore a balanced assessment against these 3 roles is
required.  

2.4  In terms of the economic and social criteria, the scheme for 25 dwellings is well located to
services and facilities (relatively close to the town centre, schools etc) and would make a positive
contribution to the supply of housing and economic activity.  

2.5  Environmentally, the site avoids encroachment into the countryside as it is surrounded on
three sides by existing development and bordered on the other by the Norwich Road carriageway.
 The retention of the majority of existing trees and the landscaping proposals are considered, by
the Tree and Countryside Consultant, to represent no meaningful harm.  

2.6  On balance, it is considered that the positive attributes of these new houses from an
economic and social perspective and the lack of any meaningful environmental harm means that
the scheme is considered to represent a sustainable development.

 ASSESSMENT NOTES
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2.7  Footnote 11 of the NPPF confirms that the site should be in a suitable location, available
now, and have a realistic prospect of being developed within five years.  

2.8  With regard to availability and deliverability, the agent has confirmed that the site is available
and the development is deliverable within 5 years to meet the housing shortfall.  However, if
Members are minded to approve the application, it would be appropriate that the time limits for
the commencement of development are reduced and this would be in accordance with other
applications in Breckland approved under the five year land supply.  It is therefore considered
appropriate to impose a reduced period for commencement of development in order to reaffirm
the deliverability of the development.

2.9  In regard to whether this is a suitable location, Attleborough is classified as a Market Town
for Sustainable Growth through Policy SS1 (Spatial Strategy) of the Adopted Core Strategy and
Development Control Policies Development Plan Document.  The town has been identified as
having potential for substantial growth, harnessing economic expansion along the A11 corridor.
Therefore, notwithstanding that the site lies outside of the Settlement Boundary, the location is
such that the scheme is considered to represent a sustainable development and would positively
contribute to the shortfall of the District's housing requirement and therefore the principle is
considered to be acceptable.

3.0  Impact on local character and amenity

3.1  Concerns have been raised locally that the scheme would detract from the character of the
existing development in the immediate locality and would cause undue harm to the residential
amenities currently enjoyed by the occupants of nearby properties in respect of loss of light,
privacy and views as well as in terms of noise and disturbance.   

3.2  Notwithstanding these concerns, the application is submitted in outline only with all matters
other than access being reserved.  A revised indicative layout plan showing the provision of 25
dwellings with accompanying private amenity spaces, on-site parking and turning provision and
public open space has been submitted by the agent.  Given that the indicative plan suggests that
the proposed 25 dwellings can be achieved at a density of 27 dwellings per hectare; this is
comparable with other existing developments in the area and would therefore maintain the
character of the area.

3.3  Furthermore, matters of design and layout will form part of any Reserved Matters application,
and, subject to careful consideration being given to the need to adequately address and mitigate
against any impacts on the residential amenities of the adjacent development, it is considered
that the development can adequately safeguard residential amenity in accordance with Policy
DC1 of the Breckland Core Strategy.  A condition is however suggested on the outline scheme to
ensure the retention of the existing boundary hedging. 

3.4  In respect of open space, as referred to above, layout does not form part
of this application, and, as such, it is not possible to comment in detail. However, the revised
indicative layout shows an area of open space in the form a Local Area of Play (LAP) provided
within the site.  Whilst the precise location of this requirement would need to be considered as
part of any Reserved Matters application, it is considered that a LAP could be adequately
accommodated within the development, and therefore the scheme is considered to accord with
the requirements of Policy DC11.   
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4.0  Highway safety

4.1  An amended plan has been submitted by the agent in light of highway safety concerns raised
by Norfolk County Council Highways to the original scheme which relocates the access off
Norwich Road centrally within the site, away from the existing access that serves the adjacent
development.

4.2  Concerns have been raised locally and by the Town Council that the scheme would have a
detrimental impact on highway safety.

4.3  Notwithstanding these concerns, the Highways Authority have raised no objections on
highway safety grounds, based on the amended plan, subject to the imposition of conditions in
respect of access, drainage and footpath and associated works. 

5.0  Planning contributions

5.1  Policy DC4 of the Breckland Core Strategy requires that to meet District
housing needs, 40% of the total number of housing units are provided and maintained as
affordable housing.

5.2  The application seeks outline planning consent and, except for access, all other matters are
reserved. Therefore, at this stage of the planning process, the precise mix of dwelling types is
unknown, as is the mix and tenure of the affordable dwellings. However, it has been confirmed
that the applicant is willing to provide the required level of 40% on-site affordable housing
provision, as well as the other obligations, and the Council's Housing Enabling Officer has
confirmed support for the scheme on this basis.  Furthermore, a viability report has now been
submitted in respect of this provision, which has been independently verified by the District Valuer
against the requirements of Policy DC4.  The District Valuer has concluded that the applicant has
adequately demonstrated that the scheme is viable and that the application complies with the
requirements of Policy DC4.

5.3  On this basis, the site is considered to be; available, deliverable and
achievable.  There are no known significant technical obstacles to overcome.  It is also
considered therefore that issues relating to the mix of housing can be addressed at the reserved
matters stage.  No objection is raised to the proposal in relation to planning obligations. 
  
5.4  Therefore, subject to the Council agreeing to approve the application the applicants are fully
in agreement to complete a Section 106 legal agreement to provide affordable housing on site in
accordance with the Council's adopted affordable housing policy, the onsite open space and
County contributions.  
 

6.0  Other issues 
 
6.1  The site lies within Flood Zone 1 and is less than one hectare in area, therefore the
Environment Agency have raised no comment other than noting that Internal Drainage Board
consent should be obtained. At the request of the IDB a Flood Risk Assessment has detailed the
drainage.  These have been assessed and, as a result, no objections have been raised.
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Outline Planning Permission

3005 Outline Time Limit (2 years)

 RECOMMENDATION

 CONDITIONS

6.2  No objection has been raised by Historic Environment Services based on the submission of
the requested Archaeological Evaluation and subject to the imposition of a condition in respect of
a programme of archaeological work.

6.3  Furthermore, no objection has been raised by the Council's Contaminated Land Officer
subject to the imposition of conditions.   

6.4  In accordance with Policy DC14, a condition requires the development to supply at least 10%
of the energy required through on-site and/or decentralised renewable sources.    

7.0  Conclusion

7.1  In conclusion, the proposed development conflicts with local planning policies which seek to
prevent housing development outside defined settlement boundaries.  However, these policies
cannot be considered up-to-date due to the current shortfall in housing land and can therefore be
given little weight.   The proposal is consistent with the Spatial Strategy and growth proposed for
Attleborough.  In this situation, the presumption in favour of sustainable development set out in
the NPPF means that permission for development should be granted unless any adverse impacts
of so doing would demonstrably outweigh the benefits or specific policies in the Framework
indicate that development should be restricted.  

7.2  The proposed development would be well related to the existing pattern of development and
would not result in significant intrusion into the rural setting of the town.  It would also be within
easy reach of a range of local services and facilities.  The scheme would add to the mix of
housing available in the area, including affordable housing, and would make a positive
contribution towards the supply of housing in the District.  The construction of the development
would also contribute to local economy, albeit temporarily. For these reasons, it is considered that
the proposal would represent a sustainable form of development.  

7.3  The viability information submitted in support of this application indicates that the
development at this stage will be able to deliver the 40% affordable housing element.  

7.4  It is therefore recommended that outline planning permission is granted subject to conditions
and the completion of a S106 legal agreement relating to affordable housing, open space and
contributions to local infrastructure.

7.5  Delegated authority is however requested for the application to be refused by the Council's
Planning Manager if the legal formalities in respect of the Section 106 are not completed within
three months of the date of this decision or that the Planning Manager has the authority to agree
another more appropriate time scale for the completion of any such agreement.
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3058
3060
3047
3414
HA01
HA02
HA03
A
HA20
HA50
3385
3944
3946
3925
3941
3920
3923
3992
AN30
4000
3996
2001
2014

Standard Outline Condition
Standard outline landscaping condition
In accordance with submitted
Fencing protection for existing trees
Standard estate road condition
Standard estate road condition
Road Surfacing

Provision of visibility splays - conditioned
Footpath provision condition
Archaeological condition
Contaminated Land - Desk Study/Site Investigation
Contaminated Land - Unexpected Contamination
Fire Hydrants
Renewable Energy
Construction plan condition
Contaminated Land - Informative (Extensions)
S106 agreement
When off-site road improvements are required
Variation of approved plans
Note - Discharge of Conditions
Application Approved Following Revisions
Criterion E - Planning Apps Where Approved
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DEREHAM
Adjacent to 9 Brook Grove

Tudor Property Agents
23 The Street Brundall

SA Architectural Services
26 Chamberlin Court Blofield

Erection of new two bedroom bungalow  

Full

3PL/2014/0542/F

N

N

In Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 

 RECOMMENDATION : APPROVAL

Principle of development
Design, scale and character
Impact upon residential amenity
Highway safety

 KEY ISSUES

This application seeks full planning permission for the construction of a detached bungalow on
garden land to the side of 9 Brook Grove in Dereham.  The proposed dwelling would comprise of
two bedrooms, kitchen, lounge, en-suite, bathroom and hall.  

Amended plans have been submitted changing the design of the proposed dwelling and reducing
its overall footprint.  Parking to serve the proposed dwelling would be provided to the rear of the
plot and accessed off Brook Grove.  Additional parking for 9 Brook Grove would be provided to
the front of this property, with a garage and parking also the rear of the proposed plot.

The site lies within the designated settlement boundary for Dereham in an area characterised
predominately by residential development.

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

CASE OFFICER: Liz Starling

No

 EIA REQUIRED

No Allocation
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3PL/2008/0770/O - Outline planning permission for a new single-storey dwelling - Refused on 3rd
July 2008.

3PL/2008/0095/O - Outline planning permission for the erection of a single-storey three bed
bungalow - Refused on 14th March 2008.

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

CP.01
CP.09
DC.01
DC.02
DC.04
DC.11
DC.12
DC.16
DC.19
NPPF

Housing
Pollution and Waste
Protection of Amenity
Principles of New Housing
Affordable Housing Principles
Open Space
Trees and Landscape
Design
Parking Provision
With particular regard to paras 6 and 7.

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

Affordable housing provision is secured through S106 to meet local affordable housing needs.
The Council seeks to enter into Planning Obligations to provide necessary local infrastructure
requirements on development sites. This could include, where necessary, for development to
deliver site specific open space, connection to utility services (as required by legislation), habitat
protection/ mitigation, transport improvements and archaeology. 

In relation to open space, the Council has identified a shortfall of outdoor sports provision and
children's play space across the district.  The evidence for this shortfall is found in the Council's
Open Space assessment.  Therefore, to remedy the identified shortfall, the Council seeks
Unilateral Undertakings to provide contributions towards open space improvements under the
provisions of adopted Policy DC11 where developments would not meet the threshold for on-site
provision.  In light of the evidenced shortfall of open space, the Council considers that these
contributions are demonstrably improving open space provision in areas of evidenced shortfall
and therefore comply with Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations.

The Council is investigating the implementation of CIL. As such, the payment of CIL and S106
obligations will be used for different requirements, and developments will not be charged for the
same items of infrastructure through both obligations and the levy. Once adopted, CIL funds will
replace contributions towards off-site infrastructure.

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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10 letters of objection have been received from the neighbouring residents to the original scheme
on the following grounds;
* Overdevelopment and detriment to the character of the area.
* Detrimental impact on residential amenity, particularly in respect of loss of pricy, increased
noise and disturbance and loss of views.
* Impact on highway safety and increased pressure on parking in locality.
* Loss of local wildlife.
* Impact of construction works on tranquillity of area.

10 additional letters of objection were received from local residents to the revised scheme on the
same grounds as outlined above as well as the following grounds;
* The revised scheme fails to address previous reasons for refusal on past applications.
* Loss of important open area in a prominent position in the streetscene.
* Inappropriate design in context of the site. 
* Loss of garage provision to serve existing dwelling.
* Impact on local drainage.

 REPRESENTATIONS

NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS    

CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER    

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICER    

Revised scheme - No objection on the grounds of highway safety subject to the imposition of
conditions.

Original scheme - Amendments requested.

No objection or conditions requested on the grounds of 
contaminated land.

No objections or conditions requested on the grounds of Environmental Protection.

 CONSULTATIONS

DEREHAM T C -   
Revised scheme - No comments received.

Original scheme - Objection. Councillors considered this to be overdevelopment of the site and
not in keeping with the character of the area, they would prefer to see a smaller dwelling with a
garden.

In light of recent changes to paragraph 12 of the planning obligations section of the NPPG,
schemes for 10 or less dwellings no longer trigger the requirement to provide affordable housing
and open space contributions, as previously required under Policies DC4 and DC11 of the
Breckland Core Strategy.
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1.0  The application is referred to Planning Committee in the light of significant local objections.

1.1  This application seeks full planning permission for the erection of a detached two bedroom
bungalow on garden land to the side of 9 Brook Grove in Dereham. 

2.0  Principle of development

2.1  The site lies within the designated Settlement boundary for Dereham where the principle of a
new residential dwelling is considered acceptable in accordance with Policies CP1 and DC2 of
the Adopted Breckland Core Strategy (BCS) and the requirements of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF).  

3.0  Design, scale and character

3.1  Objections have been received by both the Town Council, as well as local residents on the
grounds that the scheme constitutes overdevelopment and has a planning history of refusals for
residential development.

3.2  It is acknowledged that the plot is relatively modest in size, and would be smaller than most
of the surrounding plots.  Notwithstanding this it is considered that the site is of adequate
dimensions to accommodate the proposed dwelling as shown on the amended plans, in a
manner which would provide adequate garden and parking areas to serve both the proposed and
existing dwellings and not cause significant harm to the character of the surrounding area.
Furthermore, the proposed dwelling is of a similar design to the adjacent property, and is
considered acceptable in terms of its design, scale and siting.  It is, however, recommended that
a condition is attached to the permission to remove permitted development rights for future
extensions, roof alterations and outbuildings due to the restricted dimensions of the plot and in
the interests of the amenities of nearby properties.  

3.3  Therefore, on balance, it is considered that the scheme is acceptable in design terms, would
adequately protect the character and appearance of the area and would comply with the
requirements of the NPPF and Policies DC2 and DC16 of the Breckland Core Strategy. 

4.0  Impact upon residential amenity

4.1  Objections have been raised by local residents on the grounds that a dwelling in this location
would cause detriment to the residential amenities of neighbouring properties.  

4.2  Given that the dwelling proposed would be of single-storey design and set relatively centrally
on the plot, it is considered that the scheme would not have a significantly detrimental impact on
the residential amenities of neighbouring properties in respect of privacy, light and disturbance.  

4.3  Furthermore, the plot is considered to be of sufficient size to provide future occupants with
adequate levels of amenity.

4.4  Therefore, it is considered that the scheme accords with the requirements of Policy DC1 of
the Breckland Core Strategy.   

 ASSESSMENT NOTES
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Planning Permission RECOMMENDATION

 CONDITIONS

5.0  Highway safety

5.1  Concerns have been raised by local residents that a dwelling in this location would cause
detriment to highway safety.  

5.2  A new access would be created off Brook Grove to serve the proposed dwelling, with the
existing access retained to serve both the proposed and existing dwellings.  

5.3  The application has been assessed by the Highway Authority who has raised no objection to
the revised scheme on the grounds of highway safety, subject to the imposition of conditions in
respect of parking and access arrangements.  

5.4  Furthermore, whilst local concerns have been raised in respect of the impact of the creation
of parking within the frontage of the existing dwelling (No.9), the road is unclassified and as such
planning permission would not be required to carry out these works, only highway consent in
respect to the dropped curb.

5.5  As such, it is considered that the scheme would accord with Policy DC19 of the Breckland
Core Strategy.

6.0  Other issues

6.1  The scheme is accompanied by a unilateral agreement in respect of providing a financial
contribution for open space provision in accordance with the requirements of Policy DC11 of the
Breckland Core Strategy.   However in light of recent changes in legislation, this requirement is
no longer relevant and no condition is suggested.

6.2  Furthermore, no objections have been raised by the Council's Contaminated Land Officer in
respect of contamination, subject to the imposition of a condition in respect of unexpected
contamination being found.

7.0  Conclusion

7.1  In conclusion, the proposal is considered to accord with Policies CP1, DC1, DC2, DC4,
DC11, DC12, DC16 and DC19 of the Breckland Core Strategy and the requirements of the
NPPF, and is recommended for approval subject to the imposition of suitable conditions.  The
scheme, as proposed, would be acceptable in terms of its design and scale, would be in keeping
with the character of the area and would not have a significant impact on residential amenity or
highway safety.
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TL01
3047
MT03
HA08
HA14
HA24
3402
PD08
PD07
AN31
4000
3996
2001
2014

Time Limit
In accordance with submitted
External wall and roof materials to be agreed
New access - construction over verge
Access gates - restriction
Provision of parking and servicing - when shown on plan
Boundary screening to be agreed
No PD rights for garages and ancillary buildings
No PD for classes A B C D & E
When vehicular access works required
Variation of approved plans
Note - Discharge of Conditions
Application Approved Following Revisions
Criterion E - Planning Apps Where Approved
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3

WATTON
Red Hill Park
Redhill Lane

Lifestyle Living Group
C/O Agent 

RPS Planning & Development
20 Western Avenue Milton Park

Extension to mobile home park   

Full

3PL/2014/0672/F

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 

 RECOMMENDATION : APPROVAL

Principle of development
Highway safety
Design, landscape impact and amenity 
Planning contributions
Flood risk/drainage

 KEY ISSUES

This application seeks full planning permission to extend an established existing mobile home
park known as Redhill Park on land at Town Green in Watton.  The current site comprises of 96
units, with 54 additional units proposed as part of this phase 3 extension application.  Most of the
existing units appear to be occupied, with the accommodation maintained for occupation by
persons over 50 years in age.  

The proposed site lies to the east of the existing site, with the layout regimented in form,
comprising of a mixture of two sizes of units; one approximately 12 metres in length with the other
14.6 metres.  Each unit would be set on its own plot and served by its own parking.  The proposed
extension site would be accessed from the existing site entrances; one off Church Road, with the
other off Redhill Lane. 

An area of on-site open space is proposed within the site, with additional areas of visitor parking. 

The proposed site would be surrounded on its perimeters by existing and proposed landscaping.

The site is situated outside the Settlement Boundary of the town of Watton and to the east of an

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

CASE OFFICER: Liz Starling

No Allocation
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existing mobile home park known as Redhill Park. The site is accessed via a narrow lane (Town
Green Road) and is separated from the residential development to the south by an open arable
field.

Planning permission for 45 double unit mobile homes and sewage treatment equipment was
allowed on appeal under reference 3/74/0191.

3PL/1998/1441 - Ten mobile homes - Approved 23/2/1999

3PL/2003/1223/O - Extension of Park Homes development including new access - Approved
18/3/2004

3PL/2004/0791/D - Extension to mobile home park - Approved 7/7/2004

3PL/2005/1451 - Removal of condition 10 relating to provision of open space on 203/1223/O -
Approved 14/12/2005

3PL/2006/1511/F - Full planning permission for new walls and entrance gates - Approved on 27th
November 2006.

3PL/2011/0108/F - Full planning permission for extension to mobile home park - Refused on 4th
May 2011.  

3PL/2013/1054/F - Full planning permission for extension to mobile home park - Refused on 18th
February 2014.

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

SS1
CP.01
CP.05
CP.10
CP.11
CP.13

Spatial Strategy
Housing
Developer Obligations
Natural Environment
Protection and Enhancement of the Landscape
Accessibility

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

No

 EIA REQUIRED
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 CONSULTATIONS

DC.01
DC.02
DC.04
DC.05
DC.11
DC.12
DC.13
DC.16
DC.19
NPPF

Protection of Amenity
Principles of New Housing
Affordable Housing Principles
Affordable Housing on Exception Sites
Open Space
Trees and Landscape
Flood Risk
Design
Parking Provision
With particular regard to paras. 8 and 49

WATTON TOWN CLERK -   
The Council support the application for the benefit of the town.

Affordable housing provision is secured through S106 to meet local affordable housing needs.
The Council seeks to enter into Planning Obligations to provide necessary local infrastructure
requirements on development sites. This could include, where necessary, for development to
deliver site specific open space, connection to utility services (as required by legislation), habitat
protection/ mitigation, transport improvements and archaeology.

n relation to open space, the Council has identified a shortfall of outdoor sports provision and
children's play space across the district. The evidence for this shortfall is found in the Councils
Open Space assessment. Therefore, to remedy the identified shortfall, the Council seeks
Unilateral Undertakings to provide contributions towards open space improvements under the
provisions of adopted Policy DC11 where developments would not meet the threshold for on-site
provision. In light of the evidenced shortfall of open space, the Council considers that these
contributions are demonstrably improving open space provision in areas of evidenced shortfall
and therefore comply with Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations.

The Council is investigating the implementation of CIL. As such, the payment of CIL and S106
obligations will be used for different requirements, and developments will not be charged for the
same items of infrastructure through both obligations and the levy. Once adopted, CIL funds will
replace contributions towards off-site infrastructure. 

The applicants have confirmed that the development will provide an off-site contribution of
£60,000 towards affordable housing and a sum of £40,000 towards off-site recreation/open
space. A Section 106 is currently being drafted. 

Norfolk County Council has assessed the scheme and whilst no education contribution is required
due to the nature of the development proposed, one fire hydrant and £3,240 towards library
provision are required, with these costs included in the S106.

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE    

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS    

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY    

RAMBLERS ASSOCIATION:  NORFOLK AREA    

NATURAL ENGLAND    

PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY OFFICER    

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING    

No safeguarding objections.

No objection on the grounds of drainage subject to the imposition of a condition in respect of foul
water drainage to alleviate environmental concerns.

No objection based on revised FRA subject to the imposition of conditions in respect of the
submission of surface and foul water drainage schemes based on sustainable drainage
principles.

No objection in principle but concerns raised to the potential impact of an increase in traffic on
the right of way and a potential conflict with users of the restricted byway (Watton RB12) which
runs along the northern boundary of the extension.    

It is also suggested that access is made through the existing site from Town Green Road, or a
new access provided, directly from Town Green Road, further to the east.

Statutory nature conservation sites  - no objection

Protected species - We have not assessed for impacts on protected species.  Natural England
Standing Advice should be used.   

Advice also offered in respect of landscape and biodiversity enhancements.

Objection on the basis of insufficient information regarding the use of Redhill Lane or its
surfacing (a restricted Byway RB12) and as such there is no public right of way for motorised
vehicles.  Applicant needs to demonstrate these rights.  

Furthermore, concerns raised to surfacing proposals for vehicular access, the type of surface and
whether it is suitable for non-motorised use and whether the applicant intends to provide long
term obligation to keep the route in a fit condition for this private use, and in a manner that does
not compromise the legitimate public use.

Comments relating to the need to assess the application in respect of the shortfall of housing
land in Breckland against the five year requirement for housing land, sustainability of the location,
and conformity with Policies DC4 Affordable Housing  and DC11 Open Space of the Breckland
Core Stratgey.   
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 REPRESENTATIONS

HOUSING ENABLING OFFICER    

NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS    

ECOLOGICAL AND BIODIVERSITY CONSULTANT    

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT OFFICER    

OBLIGATIONS OFFICER, NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL    

HOUSING ENABLING OFFICER    

No objection based on the agreed off-site contribution level for affordable housing.  

Objection to the original scheme.  Recommends application be refused in line with previous
application (3PL/2013/1054/F) on the grounds of the surrounding highway network being
unsuitable to cater for the development, restricted visibility and a lack of suitable off-site
pedestrian provision including whether footway proposed is achievable given site constraints.  

An additional highway report containing revised highway works/traffic data has been provided by
the agent after discussions with the Highways Authority.  The Highways Authority have confirmed
based on this application that they withdraw their objection, based on the information submitted
by the applicants agent, in particular the results of the automated traffic count.
Subject to agreeing a phasing plan for the delivery of the off-site highway improvements, the
Highway Authority would be satisfied with the mitigation works being offered.  Detailed
comments, including suggested highway conditions are to follow.

No objection.  

The site is located 1.21km north of the Wayland Wood, Watton SSSI. Owing to the distance, it is
unlikely the development will result in significant adverse impacts upon it or its qualifying
features. As such, no further work is required in this regard. 
 
Advises that an Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey be undertaken in order to determine the
presence of any protected habitats and/or protected species.

No objection or recommendations for archaeological work.

No objection subject to financial contributions being made by the developer towards one fire
hydrant and library provision and secured through the use of a S106 Agreement.

No objection based on the proposed contribution being considered acceptable.  It is clear that
some of the development/highway costs exceed the standard levels; on this basis we are willing
to accept the stated contribution level.

CRIME REDUCTION &ARCHITECTURAL LIAISON OFFICER -  No Comments Received 

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES OFFICER -  No Comments Received 

FLOOD AND WATER MANAGER -  No Comments Received 
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14 letters of objection have been received from local residents on the following grounds;
* Impact of the intensification of vehicles using the site on highway safety, particularly due to
inadequate road network. 
* Ability of town's local services (including the doctors surgery) to cope with more residents.
* Safety concerns relating to ageing population of existing residents, including lack of footpaths
within the existing site. 
* Overdevelopment of the site.
* Impact of further development on tranquillity of surrounding countryside.
* Disturbance caused by construction works.
* Drainage problems associated with existing site. 
* Difficulty with emergency vehicles accessing the site.

1.0  This application is referred to Planning Committee as the site lies outside the Adopted
Settlement Boundary for Watton and therefore conflicts with local planning policies and given the
previous site history.

1.1  This application seeks full planning permission to extend an established existing mobile
home park known as Redhill Park on land at Town Green in Watton.  The current site comprises
of 96 units, with 54 additional units proposed as part of this phase 3 extension application.  

1.2  Members will recall that planning permission was refused in February 2014 for a similar
extension to the mobile home park (ref: 3PL/2013/1054/F).  The current application has been
submitted in an attempt to overcome the reasons for refusal cited in this decision.  

2.0  Principle of development

2.1  It is recognised that the site lies outside the Adopted Settlement Boundary for Watton.  For
this reason the proposal conflicts in principle with Policies SS.1, DC.2, CP.1 and CP.14 of the
Core Strategy and the Development Control Policies Development Plan Document (2009). The
scheme has not been put forward as one under the exceptions site policy (DC4).  However
paragraph 49 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that where an authority
does not have an up to date five year housing land supply (at present the District figure is 3.3
years), the relevant local policies for the supply of housing as referred to above should not be
considered up-to-date and that housing applications should be granted permission unless any
adverse impacts would significantly outweigh the benefits.  

2.2  The Government defines sustainable development as having three roles:-
- economic, in terms of building a strong economy and in particular by ensuring that sufficient
land of the right type is available in the right places
- social, by supporting, strong vibrant and healthy communities by providing the supply of housing
required to meet future need in a high quality environment with accessible local services and
- environmental, through the protection and enhancement of the natural, built and historic
environment.

2.3  Paragraph 8 of the NPPF stresses that these roles should not be undertaken in isolation,
because they are mutually dependent, therefore a balanced assessment against these 3 roles is
required.  

 ASSESSMENT NOTES
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2.4  In terms of the economic and social criteria, the scheme for 54 mobile homes is relatively
well located to services and facilities (relatively close to the town centre, schools etc) and, as
such, will make positive contributions in this regard.  

2.5  Environmentally, whilst in a rural location, the site adjoins the existing mobile home park to
the west and would be relatively well screened by the existing hedging and features. The
surrounding landscape has no special designation and given the existing hedging and additional
landscaping proposed (including existing hedging being reinforced), the proposal is unlikely to
have a significant impact on the wider landscape. 

2.6  On balance, it is considered that the positive attributes of these new mobile homes from an
economic and social perspective and the lack of any meaningful environmental harm means that
the scheme is considered to represent a sustainable development.

2.7  Footnote 11 of the NPPF confirms that the site should be in a suitable location, available
now, and have a realistic prospect of being developed within five years.  

2.8  With regard to availability and deliverability, the agent has confirmed that the site is available
and the development is deliverable within 5 years to meet the housing shortfall.  However, if
Members are minded to approve the application, it would be appropriate that the time limits for
the commencement of development are reduced and this would be in accordance with other
applications in Breckland approved under the five year land supply.  It is therefore considered
appropriate to impose a reduced period for commencement of development in order to reaffirm
the deliverability of the development.

2.9  In regard to whether this is a suitable location, the site is located in the parish of Watton
which is classified as a Market Town for Sustainable Growth through Policy SS1 (Spatial
Strategy) of the Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan
Document.  The town has been identified as having a good range of services to meet residents
day-to-day needs with limited potential for economic growth.   Notwithstanding that the site lies
outside of the Settlement Boundary, and is adjacent to the existing Redhill Mobile Home Park
making it distinctly separate from the main town, the scheme will provide benefits to existing and
future occupants through highway improvements and a new footpath link to the town centre.  On
balance, it is considered to represent sustainable development and would positively contribute to
the shortfall of the District's housing requirement and therefore the principle is considered to be
acceptable.

3.0  Highway safety

3.1  Concerns have been raised locally that the surrounding highway network is
unsuitable to cater for further development, and the expansion of the site would be detrimental to
highway safety.  Members will note that a strong highway objection was raised on these grounds
to the previously application for the expansion of the mobile home park (ref: 3PL/2013/1054/F).

3.2  Whilst significant objections were also raised by the Highway Authority
to this current application, extensive discussions have taken place between the agent and the
Highways Authority.  Subsequently, amended plans and a revised Highway Statement have been
submitted.  Whilst the Highway Authority have confirmed formally that their objection has been
removed, their full response and suggested conditions are currently awaited.  Members will be
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updated formally at the meeting.    

4.0  Design, landscape impact and amenity 

4.1  Concerns have been raised locally that the scheme would constitute overdevelopment,
detract from the character of the existing development in the immediate locality and cause undue
harm to the residential amenities currently enjoyed by the occupants of nearby properties,
particularly in respect of privacy and increased levels of noise and disturbance.   

4.2 Notwithstanding these concerns, whilst set within a rural location, the site adjoins the existing
mobile home park to the west and would be relatively well screened by the existing hedging and
features. The surrounding landscape has no special designation and given the presence of the
existing hedging and additional landscaping proposed, the scheme is unlikely to have a
significant impact on the wider landscape. A condition in respect of the provision of a full
landscaping scheme is suggested given the lack of details provided as part of the application.  In
addition, whilst the mobile homes would be single-storey and relatively well screened, a condition
in respect of their design and materials is also suggested to allow the Council to retain control
over the appearance of the site.  

5.0  Planning contributions

5.1  Policy DC4 of the Breckland Core Strategy requires that to meet District
housing needs, 40% of the total number of housing units are provided and maintained as
affordable housing.

5.2  The applicant, whilst questioning the need to provide affordable housing in light of the nature
of the development, has agreed to provide an off-site contribution of £60,000.  Discussions have
taken place between the agent and the Council's Housing Enabling Officer, who has agreed that
having regard to the viability of the site, and the fact that some of the development and highway
works costs exceed standard levels, the level of contribution offered is deemed acceptable.  As
such, it is considered that the scheme would accord with the requirements of Policy DC4.   

5.3  Policy DC11 of the Breckland Core Strategy states that a development of this scale (50 units
or above), requires on-site play space.  Whilst it is recognised that this proposal is intended to
provide accommodation for persons over 50 years of age and this specific requirement may be
unnecessary, a financial contribution is required to assist in the recognised shortfall of recreation
provision within the District.  A sum of £40,000 has been offered by the agent, and subject to this
contribution being secured through the S106 Agreement, it is considered that the scheme would
now accord with Policy DC11 of the Breckland Core Strategy.  

5.4  Furthermore, Norfolk County Council's Obligations Officer has confirmed that whilst no
education provision would be required given the nature of the development proposed, one fire
hydrant and a financial contribution towards library provision of £3,240 would be required.  The
agent has confirmed their agreement to meeting these obligations which will form part of the
S106.    

5.5  Therefore, subject to the Council agreeing to approve the application, the applicants are fully
in agreement to complete a Section 106 legal agreement to provide contributions to off-site
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affordable housing and recreation in accordance with the Council's adopted policies and the
required County Council contributions in respect of fire and library provision.  

6.0  Flood risk/drainage

6.1  Planning permission was previously refused in 2013 on the grounds that the information
contained within the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) was insufficient to demonstrate that it would
be feasible to safely discharge surface water run-off from the site, at the Greenfield rate, without
increasing the risk to flooding on or off site.

6.2  Notwithstanding this, the current application is supported by an amended FRA which has
been assessed by the Environment Agency.  The Environment Agency have subsequently
removed their objection on flood risk grounds subject to the imposition of conditions in respect of
the submission of surface and foul water drainage schemes based on sustainable drainage
principles.  Furthermore, no objection has been raised by the Council's Environmental Health
Officer in respect of drainage.

6.3  On this basis, it is considered that the scheme would not result in increased flooding on or
outside the site, and, as such, would comply with Policy DC13 of the Breckland Core Strategy.

7.0  Other issues

7.1  No safeguarding objections have been raised by the Ministry of Defence to the scheme.  

7.2  Watton Town Council have registered their support for the scheme on the grounds that it
would benefit the town.   

8.0  Conclusion

8.1  In conclusion, it is acknowledged that the proposed development conflicts with local planning
policies which seek to prevent housing development outside defined settlement boundaries.
However, these policies cannot be considered up-to-date due the current shortfall in housing land
and can therefore be given little weight.   The proposal is consistent with the Spatial Strategy and
growth proposed for Watton.  In this situation, the presumption in favour of sustainable
development set out in the NPPF means that permission for development should be granted
unless any adverse impacts of so doing would demonstrably outweigh the benefits or specific
policies in the Framework indicate that development should be restricted.  

8.2  The proposed development, set directly adjacent to the established mobile home park, would
not result in significant intrusion into the rural setting of the town.  Whilst in a semi-rural location
to the north of Watton (approximately 350 metres from the Settlement Boundary) the
development would also be within relatively easy reach of a range of local services and facilities.
Accessibility to services and facilities for existing and proposed residents would also be improved
through the proposed highway works including the new footpath provision.   The scheme would
also add to the mix of housing available in the area, including a financial contribution towards
affordable housing and open space, and would make a positive contribution towards the supply of
housing in the District.  The construction of the development would also contribute to local
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Planning Permission

3007
3047
3150
3408
3860
3860
HA50
3994
3994
3992
4000
3996
2001
2014

Full Permission Time Limit (3 years)
In accordance with submitted
Design details condition
Landscaping - details and implementation
Drainage condition
Foul water drainage condition
Any highway conditions
Environmental permit note
Drainage note
Note regarding S106
Variation of approved plans
Note - Discharge of Conditions
Application Approved Following Revisions
Criterion E - Planning Apps Where Approved

 RECOMMENDATION

 CONDITIONS

economy, albeit temporarily.  For these reasons, it is considered that the proposal would
represent a sustainable form of development.  

8.3  It is therefore recommended that full planning permission is granted subject to conditions and
the completion of a S106 legal agreement relating to off-site affordable housing and open space
contributions.

8.4  Delegated authority is however requested for the application to be refused by the Council's
Planning Manager if the legal formalities in respect of the Section 106 are not completed within
three months of the date of this decision or that the Planning Manager has the authority to agree
another more appropriate time scale for the completion of any such agreement.
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4

NARBOROUGH
Cabin
Swaffham Road

Mr K Bell
Cabin Swaffham Road

Mr Barry Nicholls
Architectural & Surveying Services Ltd 69 Broadway

Standing of static caravan mobile home with parking/ drive (retrospective) 

Full

3PL/2014/0798/F

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 

 RECOMMENDATION : APPROVAL

Principle of development
Impact upon highway safety
Impact upon amenity of area

 KEY ISSUES

This application seeks retrospective permission for the standing of a static caravan mobile home
with parking/drive.

The site is in a rural location outside of a settlement. It is located to the north of the A47 between
Swaffham and Narborough within the Parish of Narborough. It is approximately 1.3 miles to the
south east of the centre of Narborough. Access to the site is off an existing private drive direct on
to the A47. The access also serves neighbouring dwellings and the adjacent Cabin. The site is
setback off the A47 and is adjacent woodland to the north and east. To the south east is the
existing cabin which is occupied by a gypsy family.

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

3PL/2010/0979/F: Retention of timber cabin, drive, shed, kennels, stables for gypsy family and

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

CASE OFFICER: Heather Byrne

No

 EIA REQUIRED

No Allocation
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caravan for family room/visitors. Temporary planning permission was approved. This was
appealed and allowed with the deletion of the temporary condition.

3PL/2012/0224/F: Material change to existing dwelling to include a 300mm cavity stone wall -
Approved.

3NM/2012/0055/NMA: Amendment to pp 3PL/2012/0224/F to include a 300mm cavity wall -
Approved.

3NM/2012/0068/NMA: Amendment to pp 3PL/2012/0224/F Change to existing dwelling to a
300mm cavity stone wall - Approved. 

3PL/2013/0125/F: Relocate existing shed/utilities and extension to dwelling to include an
improved kitchen and bathroom facilities - Approved.

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS    

HIGHWAYS AGENCY    

No comments.  Site access from A47 Trunk road under jurisdiction of the Highways Agency.

No objection

 CONSULTATIONS

CP.02
CP.14
DC.01
DC.02
DC.16
NPPF
PPTS

The Travelling Community
Sustainable Rural Communities
Protection of Amenity
Principles of New Housing
Design
With particular regard to para. 159
Planning Policy for Traveller Sites

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

NARBOROUGH P C -   
Objection on grounds that this is second retrospective application in four years, insufficient
justification, site outside village encouraging ribbon development

Not Applicable

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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Six letters of representation have been received raising the following concerns:
* Will set a precedent for further gypsy and travellers on the site;
* Noise and disturbance;
* The site is outside the settlement boundary;
* Is not in keeping with the surrounding properties and landscape; and
* Increase in traffic at junction to the A47.

 REPRESENTATIONS

1.0  The application is referred to Planning Committee having regard to the past history of the
site. 

2.0  Principle of Development

2.1  Proposals for Gypsy and Traveller sites should be determined in accordance with National
Policy (in particular Planning Policy for Traveller Sites, March 2012) and Policy CP2 of the
adopted Core Strategy. 

2.2  Planning Policy for Traveller Sites, March 2012 sets out the Government's planning policy for
traveller sites, which should be read in conjunction with the National Planning Policy Framework,
and provides guidance on determining planning applications for traveller sites. It also provides the
definition (for the purposes of this planning policy) of gypsies and traveller as:

"persons of nomadic habit of life whatever their race or origin, including persons who on grounds
only of their own or family's or dependants' educational or health needs or old age have ceased
to travel temporarily or permanently, but excluding members of an organised group of travelling
show people or circus people travelling together as such".

2.3  Further information was requested to confirm the following:
- Whether the applicant fell within the planning definition for gypsy and travellers;
- Are they currently still travelling;
- The travel patterns of the family member for the past 5/10 years; and
- Why this particular site has been chosen.

2.4  The application seeks retrospective consent for the standing of a static caravan mobile home
with parking/drive for an extended family member to Mr Bell who currently resides on the adjacent
site. The agent provided the following additional information:
- They are travelling at the moment;
- The mobile home is for Mr Bell's sister;
- The family has been around the area and travels around ie. to shows;
- The site is currently owned by Mr Bell; and
- The family member wishes to stop travelling due to medical reasons (the agent has requested
that the medical condition is not disclosed).

 ASSESSMENT NOTES

RAMBLERS ASSOCIATION:  NORFOLK AREA    
None
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Planning Permission

3047
3920
3994
4000
3996
2001
2014

In accordance with submitted
Gypsy and traveller condition
NOTE Permitted development rights
Variation of approved plans
Note - Discharge of Conditions
Application Approved Following Revisions
Criterion E - Planning Apps Where Approved

 RECOMMENDATION

 CONDITIONS

2.5  It is therefore concluded that the applicant wishes to cease travelling for health reasons and
wishes to be located close to a family member. It is recommended that any permission granted is
subject to a condition stating the caravan can only be occupied by a gypsy or traveller as defined
by Planning Policy for Traveller Sites, March 2012. 

3.0 Highways

3.1  In regards to highway safety, the Highways Agency was consulted due to the location
adjacent to the A47 and they raise no objections to the application. 

4.0  Amenity

4.1  With regard to neighbour amenity it is considered that, due to the location of the mobile
home and separation distances, the proposal is unlikely to impact upon neighbour amenity in
terms of loss of light, privacy or overlooking.

4.2  With regard to the proposal's impact upon the character and appearance of the area, it is
considered that, due to the fact the site is well related to the existing site and buildings, and is
well screened from the road (A47), the proposal will not impact significantly upon the surrounding
character and appearance.

5.0  Conclusion

5.1  In conclusion, it is considered that sufficient justification has been provided to confirm the
family member is currently travelling and is ceasing travel for medical reasons and therefore falls
within the planning definition of Gypsy and Traveller as defined within Planning Policy for
Traveller Sites, March 2012.  The application is, therefore, recommended for approval subject to
a condition in respect of occupancy by a gypsy and/or traveller.
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WHINBURGH&WESTFIELD
Shop Street

Otley Properties
Rysa Lodge School Road

Bidwells
16 Upper King Street Norwich

Erection of detached dwelling with garage and new access  

Full

3PL/2014/1022/F

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 

 RECOMMENDATION : APPROVAL

Principle of development
Scale, design and materials appropriate to streetscene and location
Visual impact
Impact upon neighbour amenity
Impact upon highway safety

 KEY ISSUES

This application seeks consent for the erection of a detached two storey dwelling, associated
garaging and new access. The proposal will produce a five bedroom dwelling with a floor area of
approximately 230 square metres.

The site is located outside of any defined Settlement Boundary and is bordered to the north and
south by residential dwellings, to the east by the highway and beyond by residential dwellings,
and to the west by agricultural land. The site is an area of open land bounded by mature
hedgerows and trees, including two protected by Tree Preservations Orders. The surrounding
area is characterised by detached dwellings located within substantial plots. The proposed site is
located off Shop Street, Whinburgh which is approximately 2.5 miles to the south east of
Dereham. Shop Street leads from the B1135 Dereham Road to the east with Church Road to the
south of the site.

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

CASE OFFICER: Heather Byrne

No

 EIA REQUIRED

No Allocation
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3PL/2012/0579/F - Erection of detached dwelling with garage and new access - Refused.

3PL/2011/0616/F - Erection of detached dwelling with garage and new access - Refused.

3PL/2011/0283/F - Erection of single dwelling with garage and improved access - Withdrawn.

3PL/2010/1165/F - Two detached dwellings with garaging and new access - Withdrawn.

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

CP.14
DC.01
DC.02
DC.04
DC.11
DC.12
DC.16
DC.19
NPPF

Sustainable Rural Communities
Protection of Amenity
Principles of New Housing
Affordable Housing Principles
Open Space
Trees and Landscape
Design
Parking Provision
With particular regard to paras. 47, 49 & 55

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

Affordable housing provision is secured through S106 to meet local affordable housing needs.
The Council seeks to enter into Planning Obligations to provide necessary local infrastructure
requirements on development sites. This could include, where necessary, for development to
deliver site specific open space, connection to utility services (as required by legislation), habitat
protection/ mitigation, transport improvements and archaeology

In relation to open space, the Council has identified a shortfall of outdoor sports provision and
children's play space across the district. The evidence for this shortfall is found in the Council's
Open Space assessment. Therefore, to remedy the identified shortfall, the Council seeks
Unilateral Undertakings to provide contributions towards open space improvements under the
provisions of adopted Policy DC11 where developments would not meet the threshold for on-site
provision. In light of the evidenced shortfall of open space, the Council considers that these
contributions are demonstrably improving open space provision in areas of evidenced shortfall

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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Three letters of representation have been received raising concerns in relation to unsustainable
location; highway issues; flooding, drainage; loss of trees; future development and precedent.

 REPRESENTATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS    

CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER    

NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS    

TREE AND COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT    

HOUSING ENABLING OFFICER    

No objections.

Recommend precautionary unexpected contamination condition.

Recommend conditions be imposed relating to the vehicular access, visibility splay, on-site car
parking/turning and an informative relating to works within the public highway.

Tree Protection Plan in accordance with the information submitted on drawing no.JBA 10/192
TS02 Rev.B, received 3rd November 2014.

Site area exceeds threshold within Policy DC4 and proposal is required to make a contribution to
affordable housing.  The nature of the contributions should be discussed.

 CONSULTATIONS

WHINBURGH & WESTFIELD P C -   
Concerns that this would set precedent for further applications.  No objection to single dwelling
subject to conditions requiring traffic to be routed to avoid playing field, play area and sharp bend
and dwelling be rendered

and therefore comply with Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations.

The Council is investigating the implementation of CIL. As such, the payment of CIL and S106
obligations will be used for different requirements, and developments will not be charged for the
same items of infrastructure through both obligations and the levy. Once adopted, CIL funds will
replace contributions towards off-site infrastructure. 

In light of recent changes to paragraph 12 of the Planning Obligations section of the National
Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG), schemes for 10 or less dwellings no longer trigger the
requirement to provide affordable housing and open space contributions, as previously required
under Policies DC4 and DC11 of the Breckland Core Strategy.
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1.0  The application is referred to Planning Committee as it is contrary to Policy DC.02 and CP14
of the Breckland Core Strategy 2009.

2.0  Principle of development

2.1  The application seeks consent for the erection of a dwelling outside of any defined
Settlement Boundary. The proposal would conflict with Core Strategy Policy CP14 which seeks to
focus new housing within defined boundaries. However, as the Council is currently unable to
demonstrate a 5 year supply of housing land, this policy cannot be considered to be up-to-date as
far as it relates to the supply of housing land.

2.2 In this situation, the presumption in favour of sustainable development set out in the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) means that permission for development should be granted
unless any adverse impacts of doing so would demonstrably outweigh the benefits of specific
policies in the Framework indicate that development should be restricted. The NPPF identifies
three dimensions of sustainable development, economic, social and environmental, and indicates
that gains should be sought for each in unison.

2.3  Although outside the Settlement Boundary, the proposed development would fall within the
main built up part of the village and be bounded by existing housing. The proposal would not
intrude into the open countryside and would not be isolated. Whinburgh has a limited number of
facilities, including playing field, pub/restaurant, infrequent bus service, and daily school bus pick
up/drop offs, several nearby villages provide additional facilities such as restaurants, primary
schools, village halls, shops, and further daily bus services. Whilst not adjacent to the application
site, these facilities would be accessible from the development and therefore it is considered, on
balance that the proposal would not result in an isolated development in the countryside, and
would be consistent with the NPPF principle that rural housing should be located where it will
maintain or enhance the vitality of rural communities. The proposal would also support such local
facilities.

2.4 The proposal would also add to the range of housing available in the village, make a modest
but positive contribution to the overall supply of housing, and provide some short-term economic
benefits through its construction. Moreover, the form and scale of the proposal would be
consistent with the character of surrounding development. 

2.3 Footnote 11 of the NPPF confirms that the site should be in a suitable location, available now,
and have a realistic prospect of being developed within five years. 

2.4 This application is a full application, where the applicants have confirmed that they are in a
position to commence the development in the immediate future, demonstrating that the site could
be delivered within five years to meet the housing supply shortfall.  However, if Members are
minded to approve the application, it would be appropriate that the time limits are reduced and
this would be in accordance with other applications in Breckland approved under the five year
supply.  It is considered appropriate to impose a two year period for commencement of
development in order to reaffirm the deliverability of the scheme.

2.5  Whilst the limited availability of local services and facilities weighs against the proposal, the
scheme would provide additional housing, generate some economic activity and offer a degree of

 ASSESSMENT NOTES
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support to existing village amenities.  Moreover, the site could be developed without causing
harm to the character and appearance of the area.  It is considered therefore that, on balance,
the adverse effects of the proposal would not significantly and demonstrably outweigh its benefits
and would constitute a sustainable form of development as defined in paragraph 7 of the NPPF
and taking into account the Planning Practice Guidance.

3.0  Design, layout and scale

3.1  The application site is of a size that would result in a density of development that is similar to
surrounding plots and would not be out of character with development in the surrounding area
and without resulting in a cramped form of development.

3.2  In terms of design the proposal will be constructed of red facing brick and dark grey clay
interlocking pantiles, which are considered to be acceptable and will not be out of keeping within
the immediate context. A condition will be imposed, if approved, for precise details and samples
to be submitted to ensure the development remains in keeping. 

4.0  Amenity

4.1  The proposal is located centrally within the plot and therefore is sited away from
neighbouring properties and will retain existing boundary treatments and therefore it is considered
the proposal is unlikely to impact upon neighbour amenity in terms of loss of light, privacy,
overlooking or overdominance. 

5.0  Highway impact

5.1  The Highways Authority commented recommending conditions be imposed if approved
relating to vehicular access, visibility splay, on-site car parking/turning and an informative relating
to works within the public highway. It is therefore considered that the proposal is acceptable in
terms of highway safety.

6.0  Impact upon trees

6.1  The Tree and Countryside Consultant commented that the proposed layout is unlikely to
impact on trees and the development should occur in accordance with the Tree Protection Plan,
drawing no.JBA 10/192 TS02 Rev.B, received 3rd November 2014 in order to ensure trees are
not damaged/removed as a result of the proposed works. 

7.0  Other matters

7.1  In light of recent changes to paragraph 12 of the Planning Obligations of the National
Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG), schemes for 10 or less dwellings no longer trigger the
requirement to provide affordable housing and open space contributions, as previously required
under Policies DC4 and DC11 of the Breckland Core Strategy. 
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Planning Permission

3007
3047
3104
3920
3946
HA08
HA20
HA24
4000
3996
2000
2014

Full Permission Time Limit (3 years)
In accordance with submitted
External materials to be approved
Tree Protection
Contaminated Land - Unexpected Contamination
New access - construction over verge
Provision of visibility splays - conditioned
Provision of parking and servicing - when shown on plan
Variation of approved plans
Note - Discharge of Conditions
NOTE:  Application Approved Without Amendment
Criterion E - Planning Apps Where Approved

 RECOMMENDATION

 CONDITIONS

7.2  The Environmental Health Officer raised no objections or comments on the grounds of
Environmental Protection, providing the development proceeds in line with the application details. 

7.3  The Contaminated Land Officer reviewed the vulnerable development questionnaire, within
the planning statement, and recommend applying an unexpected contamination condition as a
precautionary measure. 

8.0  Conclusion

8.1  In conclusion, it is considered that, on balance, the proposal would constitute a sustainable
form of development as defined in paragraph 7 of the NPPF, would not compromise existing
neighbours/future occupiers amenity and would not adversely impact upon the character and built
form of the surrounding area and therefore it is recommended that full planning permission is
granted.
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6

THETFORD
11-29 (Odds)
Brunel Way

Breckland Council
Elizabeth House Walpole Loke

Daniel Connal Partnership
The Glasshouse Kings Lane

Minor material amendment to 3PL/2013/0457/F- Re composite cladding, fascias 

Full

3PL/2014/1087/F

N

N

In Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 

 RECOMMENDATION : APPROVAL

Principle of development
Design
Amenity

 KEY ISSUES

This application is for a Minor Material Amendment to the previously approved application
3PL/2013/0457/F. The previous application relates to the replacement of an existing flat roof,
gutter, fascia and soffits along the principal elevation of the units. The application proposed the
replacement of the components with a new pitched roof, with a composite cladding finish, as well
as new guttering. In addition, new fascias soffits would be installed which would match the
existing. This Minor material amendment seeks to reclad the warehouse areas to units 21 and 23
and the new pitched roof to the offices in Kingspan KS1000 RW.

11-29 (odd numbers) Brunel Way are two groups of attached industrial units situated within the
Brunel Way Industrial Estate. The two groups of buildings face onto a side road serving the units
which incorporates car parking spaces. Adjacent buildings lie to the North, East and West and to
the South is a large storage depot controlled by the Health and Safety Executive 

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

CASE OFFICER: James Platt

No

 EIA REQUIRED

General Employ
Area
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Previously approved application 3PL/2013/0457/F

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

None

 REPRESENTATIONS

1.0  Principle of Development

1.1  Policy DC16 of the Adopted Breckland Core Strategy requires new development to
complement existing buildings and have regard to the scale and height of development in relation
to them.

1.2  The above is also reinforced by paragraph 59 of the NPPF.

1.3  Policy DC1 furthermore requires development to have consideration for amenity in terms of
visual impact and dominance.  The development satisfies this requirement.

2.0  Design

2.1  The scheme proposes relatively minor amendments to the cladding of units 21 and 23 and
the proposed pitched roof. 

2.2  The materials proposed are of similar appearance to those previously approved and are
therefore considered equally as acceptable in design terms.  Precise details of the materials,

 ASSESSMENT NOTES

 CONSULTATIONS

DC.01
DC.16
NPPF

Protection of Amenity
Design
With particular regard to Para 59

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

THETFORD T C -   
No objections

Not Applicable

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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Planning Permission

3007
3047
MT03
4000
3996
2000
2014

Full Permission Time Limit (3 years)
In accordance with submitted
External wall and roof materials to be agreed
Variation of approved plans
Note - Discharge of Conditions
NOTE:  Application Approved Without Amendment
Criterion E - Planning Apps Where Approved

 RECOMMENDATION

 CONDITIONS

including finish and colour, are required by condition.

 
3.0  Amenity

3.1  The proposed amendments are minimal and unlikely to be dominant within the street scene
or upon surrounding buildings.

3.2  It is therefore considered that the proposal is unlikely to be of detriment to visual amenity.

4.0  Conclusion

4.1  The proposal complies with policies DC1 and DC16 of the Adopted Breckland Core Strategy
in terms of design and amenity and satisfies the requirements set out in the NPPF. 

4.2  It is therefore concluded that the scheme is considered to be acceptable in planning terms
and, as such, is recommended for approval.


